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Abstract

Atmospheric erosion due to CME-caused ion pick-up is investigated here for the first time for short periodic gas giants (so-called ‘‘Hot

Jupiters’’) orbiting close to a star. To study the effect of encountering CMEs produced on the magnetospheres and atmospheres of ‘‘Hot

Jupiters’’ we model possible interaction of dense CME plasma with the exoplanet HD209458b (rpl ¼ 1:43rJup, Mpl ¼ 0:69MJup), which

orbits a 4.0–5.0Gyr old Sun-like star at a distance of about 0.045AU. A numerical hydrodynamic model is applied for calculation of the

upper atmospheric density and the hydrogen wind of HD209458b as a function of planetocentric distance. Taking into account the

similarity of HD209458b’s host star to our Sun we use for the study of the ion production and loss rate of Hþ ions the solar CME plasma

parameters and apply a numerical test particle model. Tidal-locking of short periodic exoplanets closely located to their host stars should

result in weaker intrinsic planetary magnetic moments, as compared to those of the fast rotating Jupiter type planets at much larger

orbits. It is shown that in this case the encountering CME plasma can compress the magnetospheric stand-off distance of short periodic

‘‘Hot Jupiters’’ down to the heights at which the ionization and pick-up of the planetary neutral atmosphere by the CME plasma flow

take place. Assuming for the host star of HD209458b the same CME occurrence rate as on the Sun, we estimate possible total mass loss

rates of HD209458b due to its collisions with CMEs over the planet lifetime. It has been found that under different estimations of the

value of a planetary magnetic moment, HD209458b could have lost over its lifetime the mass from 0.2 up to several times of its present

mass Mpl.

r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The present (status May, 2006) number of 188 discovered
exoplanets1 will be largely enhanced after the launch of the
CoRoT space observatory in 2006, which will use high
precision photometry for detection of planetary transits.
Applying known statistics of discovered ‘‘Hot Jupiters’’ to
e front matter r 2006 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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the planned 1:8� 105 light curves obtained during the CoRoT
mission, one can expect the discovery of about 200 additional
short-periodic gas giants with masses X0:1MJup and orbital
periods o10 days (Moutou et al., 2003). As pointed out by
Baraffe et al. (2004) and Langmayr et al. (2006) one of the aims
of the study of discovered ‘‘Hot Jupiters’’ is a better
understanding of the evolution of their mass–radius relation
over their history. For this purpose it is important to
understand all possible thermal and non-thermal atmospheric
loss processes of ‘‘Hot Jupiters’’ over their evolutionary time
scales.

www.elsevier.com/locate/pss
dx.doi.org/10.1016/j.pss.2006.07.010
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Vidal-Madjar et al. (2003) observed with the Hubble
Space Telescope Imaging Spectrograph (HSTIS) an eva-
porating hydrogen-rich atmosphere corresponding to a
mass loss rate 41010 g s�1 around the short periodic gas
giant HD209458b. Follow-up observations by Vidal-
Madjar et al. (2004) detected also O and C atoms up to
the Roche lobe at about 2:5rpl, indicating that these heavy
species must be carried up to this distance and beyond most
likely in a state of hydrodynamic ‘‘blow-off’’ (Lammer
et al., 2003a; Vidal-Madjar et al., 2004; Lecavelier-des-
Etangs et al., 2004; Baraffe et al., 2004; Yelle, 2004; Tian
et al., 2005; Langmayr et al., 2006).

Recent photochemical calculations by Yelle (2004) of the
thermospheric structure of giant exoplanets in orbits with
semi-major axes from 0.01–0.1AU are in agreement with
the study by Lammer et al. (2003a) who have shown that
the upper atmospheres of these short periodic hydrogen-
rich gas giants can be heated to more than 10 000K by the
high X-ray and extreme ultraviolet (XUV) flux from the
central star. These high temperatures cause the neutral
atmosphere to expand and escape rapidly. During such an
expansion, the upper thermosphere is cooled by high
escape rates (Yelle, 2004; Tian et al., 2005; Langmayr et al.,
2006), while the lower thermosphere is cooled primarily by
radiative emissions from molecular Hþ3 ions, created by
photoionization of H2 and subsequent ion chemistry
(Yelle, 2004).

The growing evidence that such hydrogen-rich ‘‘Hot
Jupiters’’ experience a hydrodynamic atmospheric ‘‘blow-
off’’ gives reason to consider that their planetary winds
may directly interact with the incoming stellar plasma flows
(GrieXmeier et al., 2004; Erkaev et al., 2005). GrieXmeier
et al. (2004) modelled the stellar wind interaction with
short periodic gas giants for the present and for early
evolutionary stages of solar-like stars. They found that it
may be possible that short periodic gas giants can have an
ionosphere–stellar wind interaction similar to that one on
Venus, because the internal magnetic moments of such
exoplanets orbiting close to their host stars are expected to
be weaker compared to Jupiter due to their tidal locking.
GrieXmeier et al. (2004) estimated that the magnetic
moments of tidally locked ‘‘Hot Jupiters’’ at orbital
distances of about 0.045AU can be p0:1MJup, where
MJup is the present time value of the magnetic moment of
Jupiter orbiting the Sun at 5AU. In such a case,
evaporating upper neutral atmospheres of exoplanets
which are unprotected or weakly protected by their small
magnetospheres will be affected by the dense stellar plasma
flow and by non-thermal ion loss processes.

Interaction of short-periodic exoplanets with the stellar
wind plasma and high XUV flux at close orbital distances
plays a crucial role regarding the ionization and ion loss
processes of atmospheric species. Erkaev et al. (2005)
showed that short-periodic gas giants, similar to
HD209458b, at orbital distances o0:1–0.2AU around
solar-like G-type stars with ages comparable to our Sun,
may have stellar wind induced Hþ ion loss rates in the
orders of about 108–109 g s�1, which are lower than the
observation-based and modelled neutral hydrogen loss
rates of about 1010–1012 g s�1 (Lammer et al., 2003a; Vidal-
Madjar et al., 2004; Lecavelier-des-Etangs et al., 2004;
Baraffe et al., 2004; Yelle, 2004; Tian et al., 2005;
Langmayr et al., 2006). In that respect, the interaction of
these exoplanets with stellar coronal mass ejections
(CMEs) appears to be an important process, which is
essential for a better understanding of the mass loss on
‘‘Hot Jupiters’’. CMEs are large-scale magnetized plasma
clouds carrying billions of tons of material that erupt from
the star and propagate in the stellar heliosphere, interacting
in multiple ways with the stellar wind. High speed, intrinsic
magnetic field and the increased density as compared to the
stellar wind background make CMEs an active factor
which strongly influences the planetary environments and
magnetospheres. Due to the close distance to their host
stars, ‘‘Hot Jupiters’’ should relatively often experience
collisions with the CMEs plasma. During these collisions
the planetary magnetospheres may be compressed much
deeper inside the atmosphere towards the visible radius of
the exoplanet. This would result in much higher ion loss
rates than during usual stellar wind conditions.
To compare the ion loss triggered by CMEs, which

collide with ‘‘Hot Jupiters’’, to the ion loss rates under
usual stellar wind conditions as estimated by Erkaev et al.
(2005), we focus in this study on the expected CME–mag-
netosphere–atmosphere interaction, by using the observa-
tions-based knowledge about CMEs on the Sun. As an
example we study the interaction of the CME plasma with
the well observed short periodic gas giant HD209458b,
which orbits a 4.0–5.0Gyr old Sun-like G-type star at
0.045AU (e.g., Barman et al., 2002; Vidal-Madjar et al.,
2003). By this, a circular orbit of the planet is assumed.
This assumption is quite reasonable as HD209458b is
known to have an eccentricity of about 0.07 (http://
exoplanet.eu/catalog-all.php).
Based on Ca II H & K activity measurements during 4

years (from 11.6.1999 to 15.7.2003), Wright et al. (2004)
determined for the host star HD209458 the mean value of
its Mount Wilson activity index S ¼ 0:154 (with a standard
error of 1:4%), and calculated the true chromospheric
activity index value logðR0HKÞ as well as the rotation period,
which appeared to be �5 and 19 days, respectively. Note
that the present time Sun has S-values between 0.167 and
0.179 (for the cycle minimum and maximum, respectively)
and the solar logðR0HKÞ (Noyes et al., 1984) value is �4:93
(for S ¼ 0:171). Therefore, HD209458 has a comparable
activity level to the present day Sun, and the application of
solar CMEs parameters in our study may in this particular
case be justified by this similarity.
Of course, due to the relatively short (4 years) monitor-

ing time of HD209458 (Wright et al., 2004) it is difficult to
judge about an activity cycle of this star, which is probably
longer. It is also impossible to say whether the star has been
in minimum, maximum, or middle activity phase during
these 4 years. At the same time, since in our study we are

http://exoplanet.eu/catalog-all.php
http://exoplanet.eu/catalog-all.php
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interested in rather long time periods, all cycle variations as
well as possible short-time depletions of the stellar activity
like Maunder minimum seem not to produce strong effect,
as they are averaged on the planetary evolution time scales.

In Section 2 we summarize the main physical character-
istics of solar CMEs and estimate the maximum and
minimum number density and velocity of solar CMEs as a
function of their orbital distance. We provide an observa-
tion-based interpolation of this dependence, which is used
further for modelling of the CME-caused atmospheric
erosion of HD209458b.

In Section 3 we discuss the extrapolation of solar CME
plasma parameters to extra-solar CMEs and estimate
roughly the expected frequency of CME collisions with
the exoplanet.

In Section 4 we study the minimum and maximum
expected efficiency of the CME plasma interaction with the
magnetosphere and atmosphere of HD209458b. For the
calculation of the atmospheric ion pick-up loss rates we use
the numerical test particle model which includes the effects
of ionization by the CME plasma (charge exchange,
electron impact) and XUV radiation. The model is applied
to the upper neutral atmosphere and the hydrogen wind,
which is calculated by a hydrodynamic model (see
Langmayr et al., 2006). Further, we compare the results
with the estimated stellar wind ion pick-up loss rates under
usual stellar activity conditions (Erkaev et al., 2005). Since,
the appearance of CMEs is connected with the stellar
activity period over evolutionary time scales, we estimate in
Section 5 the expected total mass loss rates of HD209458b
over its history and discuss the implications of our findings
for the expected discoveries of ‘‘Hot Jupiters’’ during the
CoRoT mission.

2. General features of CME activity

The current knowledge on CMEs comes from the study
of the Sun. Significant impact on this study has been made
by the large angle and spectrometric coronagraph (LAS-
CO) on board of ESA Solar and Heliospheric Observatory
(SoHO), which observed more than 8000 CMEs since
January 1996. Due to the existence of two spatial domains
of observations, the term CME is usually applied for ejecta
as they are observed near the Sun ðp0:14AUÞ, whereas at
the larger distances they are traditionally called interpla-
netary CMEs (ICMEs). Solar CMEs and ICMEs are well
described in the literature (Gopalswamy, 2003, 2004; St.
Cyr et al., 2000) and here we just briefly summarize their
main features, which make them an important planetary
affecting factor.

2.1. CME origin, relation to flares and global structure

CMEs are associated with flares and prominence
eruptions and their sources are usually located in active
regions and prominence sites. Closed magnetic structure is
the basic characteristic of CME producing regions. Recent
studies on temporal correspondence between CMEs and
flares provide arguments in favor of the so-called common-
cause scenario, according to which flares and CMEs are
different manifestations of the same large-scale magnetic
process on the star (Zhang et al., 2001). Though the details
of this process still remain unclear, already now it can be
definitely stated that an intensive flaring activity of a star
should be accompanied by an increased rate of CME
production. The probability of CME–flare association
increases with a duration of a flare (Sheeley et al., 1983):
�26% for flare durationo1 h; and 100% for flare duration
46 h.
Multi-thermal structure of CMEs includes (1) coronal

material in the front region ð�2MKÞ; (2) a core formed by
prominence material ð�8000KÞ, or hot flare plasma
ð�10MKÞ. The temperatures given here correspond to
the typical temperatures in the case of the Sun. They can be
different for other stars. CME/ICME structure evolves
during its propagation in the interplanetary space. The
following sequence of structures can be related to the
ICMEs: (1) interplanetary shock, (2) sheath, and (3) the
ICME itself. The ejecta can contain ordered magnetic field,
in which case it is termed as a magnetic cloud (MC)
(Burlaga et al., 1981). MCs constitute a subset of all ejecta
(about 33%).

2.2. CME velocity and acceleration

The basic and widely considered characteristic of CMEs
is their velocity vCME, determined by the tracking of a CME
feature in coronagraph image frames taken with a certain
time cadence. According to the data from SoHO/LASCO
the velocity of solar CMEs ranges from tens of km s�1 to
42500 km s�1, with an average value of about 490 km s�1

(e.g., Gopalswamy, 2004). Due to the relatively large
statistics ð48000Þ of the considered SoHO/LASCO CMEs,
the average ejecta velocity value can be considered as a
representative quantity. It is also consistent with the results
of other velocity measurement techniques applied to separate
CME phenomena (Lindsay et al., 1999; Gopalswamy et al.,
2000, 2001a, b; Lara et al., 2004).
Observations of solar CMEs reveal also that they appear

to be subject to various forces, and experience certain
acceleration a, which changes during their travel in the
interplanetary space. In general, the dynamics of CMEs
can be governed by the three main forces: (i) a not well
understood propelling force, (ii) the gravity force, and (iii)
a kind of restraining force, which is caused probably by
interaction with the background medium. Based on the
observational data from SoHO, Gopalswamy et al. (2000)
derived an empirical linear dependence of the interplane-
tary acceleration of a CME on its speed near the Sun:
a ¼ aðvCMEÞ (see also Gopalswamy et al., 2002). This can
be used to get the velocity of an ICME at a given orbital
distance d : vICME ¼ ðv

2
CME þ 2adÞ1=2. However, at close

distances near the star, change of a CME speed is not very
significant. This makes it not important for the study of
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effects produced by CMEs on the magnetospheres and
atmospheres of close-orbit exoplanets like HD209458b.
Thus, in the present paper we use everywhere a constant
value close to the average velocity of solar CMEs.

2.3. CME size and latitude distribution

The CME angular width DCME is measured as the position
angle extent of the ejecta in the sky plane. It can be also a
subject to projection effect errors. DCME increases on the
initial stages of propagation ðo5RSunÞ and then remains
usually constant. Annual average DCME of non-halo CMEs
ranges from 45� (solar minimum) to 61� (close before activity
maximum) (Gopalswamy, 2004; Yashiro et al., 2004).

The latitude distribution of CMEs depends on the
distribution of closed field magnetic regions related to
active areas on the solar surface (Hundhausen, 1993;
Gopalswamy et al., 2003a). During the rising phase of solar
activity cycle, CME latitudes spread gradually from those
close to the equator ð0�Þ up to all latitudes ð�90�). At the
same time, the majority of eruptions were located within
the average latitude interval �Y near the equatorial plane,
with Y ¼ 60� (Gopalswamy, 2003, 2004).

2.4. CME occurrence rate

An important characteristic of the CME activity of the
Sun is the ejection frequency f CME of CMEs, or the CME
occurrence rate. The data from Skylab, SMM, Helios,
Solwind, and SoHO indicate certain correlation between
sunspot numbers (SSN) and the CME occurrence rate
(Hildner et al., 1976; Howard et al., 1986; Webb and
Howard, 1994; Cliver et al., 1994; St. Cyr et al., 2000;
Gopalswamy et al., 2003b). At the same time, SoHO/
LASCO observations found that although there is an
overall similarity between the SSN and the CME occur-
rence rates, there are some differences in details.

The most recent SoHO/LASCO observations give a
CME occurrence rate f CME � 0:8CMEs=day � 0:033
CMEs/hour for solar minimum and f CMEX6CMEs=day ¼
0:25 CMEs/hour for solar maximum (St. Cyr et al., 2000;
Gopalswamy, 2004). These numbers are consistent, but a
bit higher as compared to previous estimations (Hildner
et al., 1976; Webb and Howard, 1994, Cliver et al., 1994),
which is attributed to the better sensitivity and the high
dynamic range of the LASCO coronagraphs.

2.5. CME and ICME plasma density as a function of orbital

distance

For studying the effects produced by collisions of CMEs
and ICMEs with planetary environments, it is important to
know how the CME and ICME plasma density nCME

changes as a function of orbital distance d. CME density at
distances p30RSun � 0:14AU is estimated from the
analysis of associated CME brightness enhancements in
the white-light coronagraph images.
Estimates of CME plasma density nCME from white light
(Vourlidas et al., 2002), radio (Gopalswamy and Kundu,
1993), and UV observations (Ciaravella et al., 2003) give at
distances � 325rSun similar values of about 106 cm�3,
which are consistent with the assumption of the coronal
value of density of a CME material at the moment of
ejection. Based on the white-light coronagraphs images
from SoHO/LASCO, Lara et al. (2004) derived the
following empirical power-law dependence for the density
of CME material at the orbital distance d from the Sun:

nCME ¼ n0
CME

d

d0

� �k

, (1)

where n0
CME is the density of a CME near the Sun at

distance d0, and k ¼ �3:6 is empirically determined power-
law index. With n0

CME in a range between 5� 105 and 5�
106 cm�3 and d0 � ð325ÞrSun ¼ ð0:01420:023ÞAU, this
power-law dependence gives a good approximation for
the CME density variation within the distances range
p20rSun � 0:1AU. In addition, Lara et al. (2004) report
about the average duration of CMEs in the 6rSun210rSun
interval to be tCME � 8 h. This time is consistent with the
measured characteristic spatial scales and velocities of
ejecta.
At larger distances in the outer heliosphere 430rSun, i.e.

40:14AU, the density and duration of ICMEs and
associated MCs are measured in situ by spacecraft (Henke
et al., 1998; Lepri et al., 2001). For the plasma density in
MCs observed between 0.3 and 1AU by the Helios
satellites, Bothmer and Schwenn (1998) found a power law

nMC ¼ n0
MC

d

d0

� �ð�2:4�0:3Þ
, (2)

where d is the radial distance to the Sun in units of AU,
quantity n0

MC ¼ 6:47� 0:95 cm�3 is the MC plasma density
at the near-Earth distance, and d0 ¼ 1AU (Bothmer and
Schwenn, 1998).
3. Extrapolation of the solar CME parameters to an extra-

solar case

An application of the average solar CME/ICME
parameters and estimations, such as velocities vCME,
vICME, plasma densities nCME, nMC, size DCME, occurrence
rate f CME, duration time tCME, and the latitude interval 2Y,
to other stars should be performed with a certain care.
Because stellar winds are poorly known we cannot obtain
the precise properties of CMEs and ICMEs at particular
orbital distances at an other star. Our approach consists in
using the Sun as a typical example of a G-type star with an
age of about 4.0–5:0Gyr. This solar–stellar similarity
assumption allows us to study collisions between ‘‘Hot
Jupiters’’ and stellar CMEs, applying known relationships
between the flaring and CME activities at the Sun, as well
as the solar CME parameters, taken within a reasonable
minimum-maximum range.
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Since the fundamental physical mechanisms, responsible
for the initiation and ejection of CMEs, should not be
different for similar G-type stars, it is very likely that
plasma densities and velocities of extra-solar and solar
CMEs will be close to each other. Therefore, as a
reasonable approximation in our calculations we take for
the velocity of the extra-solar ejecta, which impacts a short
periodic exoplanet like HD2094598b at 0.045AU orbiting
an about 4.0–5.0Gyr old G-type star, the value
vCME ¼ 500 km s�1.

Based on Eqs. (1) and (2) we produce a general fit of the
CME and ICME plasma density variation over the orbital
distances from 0.014 to 1AU:

nmin
CME ¼ nmin

0

d

d0

� ��2:3
, (3)

nmax
CME ¼ nmax

0

d

d0

� ��3:0
, (4)

where nmin
0 ¼ 4:88 cm�3, quantity nmax

0 ¼ 7:1 cm�3,
d0 ¼ 1AU, and d is the radial distance from the star
measured in AU. In this fit we cover analogous to the Sun
reasonable interval of CME/ICME plasma densities, which
at the orbital distances o0:1AU is defined by Eq. (1), with
n0
CME ¼ 5� 10525� 106 cm�3 and d0 ¼ 3rSun ¼ 0:014,

whereas at distances between 0.3 and 1AU we take into
account a certain dispersion of the in situ measured ICME
plasma densities described by Eq. (2).

Fig. 1 shows the derived minimum and maximum CME
number density as a function of orbital distance from the
host star. One can see that the number density of the CME
plasma at orbital distances HD20945b of about 0.045AU
can reach very high values of about
6:3� 103–7:5� 104 cm�3, which should cause a strong
impact on the short-periodic exoplanet magnetosphere
and atmosphere if it collides with a CME.

As additional important factors for planetary collisions
with CMEs appear the interaction time period of CME
Fig. 1. Minimum (dashed-line) and maximum (solid-line) CME and

ICME plasma density as a function of orbital distance.
plasma with the exoplanet and the frequency at which
CMEs may hit a ‘‘Hot Jupiter’’ at close orbital distances.
Fig. 2 illustrates the geometrical scheme which can be used
for the estimation of the probability of collision between
CMEs and ‘‘Hot Jupiters’’. In our calculations of the
planetary magnetospheric and atmospheric effects pro-
duced by CMEs we assume that the duration of each CME,
as it passes over the exoplanet, is long enough in
comparison with the characteristic transition and magneto-
spheric reconfiguration process time scales. In such a case
the CME—exoplanet interaction can be modelled as an
interaction of the exoplanet with a stellar wind, which has
density and velocity specific for the CME. Such an
approach seems to be reasonable in view of the fact that
the average interaction time period of CMEs tCME is
several hours, whereas the typical time t of the magneto-
sphere/atmosphere reaction to disturbed parameters like
density and velocity of the stellar wind is about several
minutes (Arshukova et al., 2004; Penz et al., 2004). After a
CME has passed the close-in exoplanet, the parameters of
the stellar wind are restored to the regular ones.
Assuming a strictly radial propagation of CMEs from a

star, and taking into account the fact that CMEs have a
certain angular size DCME and are distributed within a
certain latitude interval �Y near the equatorial plane of
the host star, the impact frequency f imp at which CMEs hit
an exoplanet of an angular size dpl can be calculated by the
following expression:

f imp ¼
ðDCME þ dplÞ sin½ðDCME þ dplÞ=2�

2p sinY
f CME, (5)

where f CME is the CME production rate (ejection
frequency) by the star and the coefficient in front of it
defines the probability that an ejected CME collides with
the ‘‘Hot Jupiter’’. This coefficient is obtained as a product
of probabilities of a CME to be ejected within the correct
meridional, p=2�ðDCMEþdplÞ=2oYop=2þðDCMEþdplÞ=2,
and azimuthal, �ðDCME þ dplÞ=2ojoðDCME þ dplÞ=2, an-
gles, which allow at least a short interaction between a
CME and a planet. By this, the planet is assumed to orbit
the star in the ecliptic plane (Y ¼ p=2) as shown in Fig. 2.
Assuming an average CME occurrence rate of about 3

CMEs per day (cf. Section 2.4) and taking the size,
duration and latitude distribution of CMEs to be close to
the solar values (DCME ¼ p=4 – p=3, tCME ¼ 8 h, Y ¼ p=3),
which should also be a reasonable approximation for the
4.0–5.0Gyr old solar-like G-type host star of HD209458b
with the angular size dpl ¼ 0:0212 rad, one obtains a CME
impact rate of about 0.17–0.3 hits per day.
Table 1 summarizes the average CME velocity, size

DCME, occurrence rate f CME, CME exposure time tCME,
impact rate f imp, minimum and maximum CME plasma
density nmin

CME and nmax
CME at the orbital distance of

HD209458b of about 0.045AU. Since the orbital period
of HD209458b around its host star is about 3.5 days, it
follows that this exoplanet should collide with a CME,
approximately once at each orbital period.
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Table 1

Expected CME parameters at HD209458b’s orbital distance of about 0.045AU

vCME ðkm s�1Þ DCME f CME ðday
�1
Þ tCME (h) f imp ðday

�1
Þ nmin

CME ðcm
�3Þ nmax

CME ðcm
�3Þ

490 45�–60� 3 8 0.17–0.3 � 6300 � 7:5� 104

Fig. 2. Schematic illustration of collisions between a CME and ‘‘Hot Jupiters’’. Azimuthal plane view (left) and meridional plane view (right). DCME is the

angular size of the CME, dpl is the angular size of the exoplanet, and Y is the angle within which CMEs are ejected from the star.

M.L. Khodachenko et al. / Planetary and Space Science 55 (2007) 631–642636
4. CME plasma interaction with the evaporating hydrogen

atmosphere of HD209458b

Applying the scaling laws based on analytical models
which allow an estimation of a planetary magnetic dipole
moment parallel to the rotation axis, GrieXmeier et al.
(2004) calculated the interval of plausible values for the
magnetic moment of HD209458b. For slow rotating ‘‘Hot
Jupiters’’ like HD209458b this interval of expected
magnetic moments appeared as 0.005–0:1MJup. Similarly,
the estimations of Sánchez-Lavega (2004) indicate that
‘‘Hot Jupiters’’ have a strongly reduced magnetic field due
to their slow rotation. Since the exact topology of
magnetospheres of exoplanets is unknown, one can use
only simplified models to get a rough estimation about the
magnetospheric shape of such planets. GrieXmeier et al.
(2004) used for the modelling of magnetospheric magnetic
fields of ‘‘Hot Jupiters’’ the parametric model developed by
Voigt (1981) and generalized by Stadelmann (2004). The
shape of such magnetospheres is not self-consistent. It is
approximated by a semi-infinite cylinder on the nightside
and by a half-sphere on the dayside. Both magnetospheric
structures have approximately the same radius rm. The
planet is placed within the half-sphere at a stand-off
distance rs ¼ 0:5rm. The stand-off distance rs between the
stellar wind or, in our case, the CME plasma flow and the
planetary magnetic moment is determined from the ram
pressure balance condition at the substellar point, which
yields the following expression (GrieXmeier et al., 2004):

rs ¼
m20f

2
0M

2

8p2m0nCMEmv2

� �1=6
, (6)
CME
where M is the planetary magnetic moment, m is proton
mass, m0 and f 0 are the magnetic permeability and a
magnetospheric form factor, respectively.
As was mentioned above, there is an evidence from HST

observations (Vidal-Madjar et al., 2003, 2004) and
theoretical considerations (Lammer et al., 2003a; Yelle,
2004; Tian et al., 2005; Langmayr et al., 2006) that upper
atmospheres of ‘‘Hot Jupiters’’ experience hydrodynamic
blow-off. To study the interaction between the hydro-
dynamically driven planetary neutral hydrogen wind in
HD209458b and the CME plasma flow, we apply the
hydrodynamic numerical model described in detail in
Langmayr et al. (2006). Numeric solution of the system
of hydrodynamic equations is obtained within two steps:
(1) the continuity and momentum equations are solved
together by Godunov’s method, and (2) the temperature is
included via a leap frog step. The main advantage of this
procedure is that it allows an accurate treatment of the
occurring strong gradients, in particular close to the
exoplanet.
Vidal-Madjar et al. (2003, 2004) inferred from their

Lyman-a absorption observations on HD209458b with the
space telescope imaging spectrograph (STIS) on board of
the hubble space telescope (HST) at about 2:5rpl a reference
H number density of about X106 cm�3. However,
Vidal-Madjar et al. (2003, 2004) noted that due to
saturation effects in the Lyman-a absorption line of their
observations, densities which are several orders of magni-
tude higher would produce similar absorption signatures.
To be consistent with this observation and previous model
calculations by Yelle (2004) and Tian et al. (2005) we use in
our calculation of the neutral density profile a density value
of 106 cm�3 as an initial condition at 2:5rpl.
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The difference between the density profile calculated in
this work and shown in Fig. 3 and that one obtained by
Erkaev et al. (2005) is caused by the fact that the profile of
the hydrogen particle population was calculated by Erkaev
et al. (2005) using the Monte Carlo Model of Wurz and
Lammer (2003) and assuming a Maxwell-type velocity
distribution as well as a main temperature of about
10 000K at a planetocentric distance of about 3rpl (Vidal-
Madjar et al., 2003; Lecavlier des Etangs et al., 2004). The
hydrogen number density at this altitude was estimated to
be about 105 cm�3.

The dotted and dashed lines in Fig. 3 represent the
magnetopause stand-off distance corresponding to the
minimum and maximum CME plasma density and
the maximal estimated planetary magnetic moment of
HD209458b Mmax ¼ 0:1MJup. Similar calculations but
with the minimal estimated planetary magnetic moment
Mmin ¼ 0:005MJup give magnetic stand-off distances of
about 0.56–0:8rpl. These stand-off distances lie below the
visual radius ðr=rpl ¼ 1:0Þ of HD209458b. Since at the deep
atmospheric levels the neutral gas density is very high, we
expect that the CME plasma flow will be deflected around
the planet at somewhat higher distances which is shown as
a shaded area in Fig. 3. In such cases we assume that dense
CME plasma flow may interact with the atmospheric
neutral gas between 1.0 and 1:3rpl where it ionizes the
neutrals mainly due to collisions so that a Venus-like
ionopause transition region will form. To study relation
between possible CME penetration depths and the
Fig. 3. Neutral hydrogen density profile of the upper atmosphere under

hydrodynamic conditions of HD209458b as a function of planetocentric

distance in units of planetary radii. The dotted and dashed lines mark the

magnetopause stand-off distance corresponding to the minimum and

maximum CME plasma densities, respectively, and the maximum expected

magnetic moment Mmax ¼ 0:1MJup. In the case of the minimum expected

magnetic moment of HD209458b Mmin ¼ 0:005MJup, the magnetopause

stand-off distances would lay below the visual planetary radius at about

0.56–0:8rpl. Since at deep atmospheric levels the neutral gas density is very

high, one can expect that the CME plasma flow will be deflected around

the planet at somewhat higher altitudes which are shown as a shaded area.
efficiency of planetary atmospheric erosion we calculate
the minimum and maximum ion mass loss rates for
different sizes of the planetary obstacles: 2.33, 1.54, 1.3,
1.15 and 1:0rpl.
We considered the hydrogen ion pick-up loss rates

caused by the CME plasma flow, taking into account the
ionization processes produced by CMEs during the
interaction with the neutral atmosphere. The numerical
test particle model applied in this study (Lichtenegger and
Dubinin, 1998; Lichtenegger et al., 2002) was successfully
used for the simulation of ion pick-up loss rates from
various planetary atmospheres (Luhmann, 1993; Lichte-
negger et al., 1995; Lichtenegger and Dubinin, 1998;
Lammer et al., 2003b; Erkaev et al., 2005).
The total production rate of planetary Hþ ions is the

sum of the rates of photo-ionization, electron impact
ionization, and charge exchange. In the reaction between
CME protons and the evaporating planetary hydrogen
atoms, the energy dependent charge exchange cross section
was applied (Kallio and Luhmann, 1997). Simulation of
the particle fluxes is initialized by dividing the space around
the planetary obstacle onto a number of volume elements
DV . Production rates of planetary Hþ ions are obtained by
calculation of the absorption of the CME plasma flow
along streamlines due to the charge exchange with the
evaporating atmospheric neutral gas. The CME plasma
flux FCME in a volume element DVi at a given position ri

with respect to the planetary center is determined by

FCMEðriÞ ¼ Fð0ÞCMEðriÞe
�
R si

1

P
H

nHsH ds
, (7)

where the integration is performed from the upstream
CME plasma flow to the corresponding point si at position
ri on the streamline. Fð0ÞCME is the unperturbed CME plasma
flux, nH is the neutral hydrogen density as a function of
planetary distance, sH is the energy dependent charge
exchange cross section between a proton and the neutral
hydrogen atom, and ds is the line element along the
streamline. The loss rate of CME protons in units of
cm�3 s�1 due to the interaction with the evaporating
atmosphere is lHCME ¼ FCMEnHsH. The corresponding
planetary Hþ ion production rate pce

Hþ
due to charge

exchange is assumed to be equal to the corresponding loss
rate of the CME protons, i.e., pce

Hþ
¼ lHCME. The rate of H

þ

ions produced by electron impact is given by pei
Hþ
¼ nnenH,

where n is a temperature dependent ionization frequency
per incident electron and ne is the electron density. The
total planetary ion production rate from the atmospheric
hydrogen atoms in each volume element is the sum
ptot
Hþ
¼ pei

Hþ
þ pce

Hþ
þ p

g
Hþ

, with p
g
Hþ

being the rate due to
photo-ionization.
Table 2 shows for HD209458b the calculated Hþ ion

pick-up loss rates S in units of s�1 and mass loss rates L in
units of g s�1 for the minimum and maximum CME plasma
densities and expected magnetopause stand-off distances rs
given in planetary radii. One can see that our calculations
yield Hþ ion pick-up loss rates of about 1:5� 1011 g s�1
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Table 2

Hþ ion loss rates on HD209458b due to its interaction with CMEs, for different CME plasma densities and expected planetary magnetic moments

Conditions S ðs�1Þ L ðg s�1Þ M ðMJupÞ nCME ðcm
�3Þ rs ðrplÞ GðMplÞ

CMEmin, Mmax 9� 1034 1:5� 1011 0.1 6300.0 2.33 1:56� 10�2

CMEmax, Mmax 7� 1037 2� 1013 0.1 7:5� 104 1.54 0.2

CMEmin 7:2� 1036 1:2� 1013 0.017 6300.0 1.3 0.12

CMEmax 8:2� 1037 1:37� 1014 0.059 7:5� 104 1.3 1.43

CMEmin 8:4� 1037 1:4� 1014 0.012 6300.0 1.15 1.46

CMEmax 9:5� 1038 1:6� 1015 0.041 7:5� 104 1.15 17.0

CMEmin,Mmin 5:0� 1039 8:35� 1015 0.005 6300.0 1.0 [0.85] 87.0

CMEmax, Mmin 5:7� 1040 9:5� 1016 0.005 7:5� 104 1.0 [0.56] 990.0

Fig. 4. Magnetopause stand-off distance in planetary radii as a function

of minimum and maximum CME plasma density at HD209458b’s orbital

distance of about 0.045AU and various possible magnetic moments.

Planetary obstacles below the dashed line result in ‘‘non-negligible’’

atmospheric mass loss rates over the evolutionary time periods. The

dashed-dotted line corresponds to the visual planetary radius of

HD209458b, which is about 1:43rJup.
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during a CME exposure period, even in the case of the
minimum CME plasma density and the maximum expected
magnetic moment. In the case of the maximum CME
plasma density and the maximum expected magnetic
moment the loss rates are in the order of about
2:0� 1013 g s�1. This higher loss rate is related with the
stronger compression of the magnetosphere, which results
in a closer magnetopause stand-off distance. The obtained
Hþ ion mass loss rates during a CME plasma interaction
with HD209458b can be several orders of magnitude larger
than during usual stellar wind interaction studied by
Erkaev et al. (2005) and estimated by Guillot et al. (1996).

Furthermore, one can see from Table 2 that the Hþ ion
pick-up loss rates get larger if the planetary obstacle of the
CME plasma flow is assumed at closer distances to
HD209458b’s visual radius rpl. Since HD209458b orbits
every 3.5 days around a G-type star similar to the Sun, one
can estimate from the parameters in Table 1 that the
exoplanet collides with a CME at least once per each
rotation period. This results in about 5� 1011 CME hits
over the exoplanet’s lifetime, even if we take a very
conservative assumption that the average CME occurrence
rate was always similar and never higher than that of the
present Sun. Finally, taking the average duration of CMEs
tCME � 8 h as the typical exposure time during which the
atmospheric erosion acts during a collision, one will obtain
a total duration of CME plasma–magnetosphere–atmo-
sphere interaction tip � 1:44� 1016 s. Using this value and
assuming that HD209458b is protected by the maximal
expected magnetic moment of about 0:1MJup with magne-
tospheric stand-off distances rs ¼ 1:54–2.33 one obtains
total mass loss rates G ¼ 1:2� 10�2 � 0:2Mpl over the
exoplanet’s history. Applying tip together with the ion loss
rates L ðg s�1Þ corresponding to different CME densities
and planetary magnetic moments as shown in Table 2, we
find that the atmospheric erosion caused by CMEs
becomes important for evolutionary mass loss aspects if
the atmospheric loss rate is X1013 g s�1. In particular, for
mass loss rates L ðg s�1Þ of about 1:2� 1013, 2:0� 1013,
1:4� 1014, 1:6� 1015, 8:35� 1015, and 9:5� 1016 g s�1,
HD209458b would have lost about 0.12, 0.2, 1.46, 17, 87,
and 990Mpl over its lifetime (see Table 2). Since it is rather
unrealistic that HD209458b has lost much more than its
present mass, the planetary obstacle which deflects the
CME plasma flow should occur at least at 1.3–1:5rpl or
even at larger distances above its visual radius.
Fig. 4 shows the expected magnetospheric stand-off

distance for HD209458b in units of planetary radii as a
function of the minimum and maximum CME density at
orbital distances of about 0.045AU and magnetic moments
of 0.1, 0.05, 0.025, and 0:015MJup. Stand-off distances
below the dashed line will have strong impacts on the
atmospheric evolution and mass loss of HD209458b and
similar ‘‘Hot Jupiters’’. Thus, the fact that such planets are
still observable may be related to intrinsic magnetic
moments which are strong enough to protect the planetary
atmospheres against collisions with CMEs. On the other
hand, decreased mass loss rates may take place not only
due to an efficient magnetospheric, but also due to a lower
CME activity of the planets’ host stars. This fact may
provide a certain constrain to the CME activity rates of the
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solar-type stars which nowadays is based only on the direct
analogy with the Sun and its known flaring and CME
activity.

5. Implications for atmospheric evolution and ‘‘Hot

Jupiters’’ discovered by CoRoT

Because the radiation and particle flux of a host star
plays a major role in all atmospheric loss processes, the
evolution of planetary atmospheres must be considered
within the context of the evolving stellar energy and
particle fluxes. Observations of radiative fluxes, stellar
magnetic fields, and stellar winds on solar-type stars with
different ages (Zahnle and Walker, 1982; Ayres, 1997;
Guinan and Ribas, 2002; Wood et al., 2002, 2005; Ribas
et al., 2005) indicate that our young Sun underwent a
highly active phase after its formation. This active phase of
the Sun, which lasted about 0.5–1.0Gyr after its arrival on
the Zero-Age-Main-Sequence (ZAMS), included continu-
ous flare events where the particle and radiation environ-
ment was several hundred times more intense than today.
The high radiation levels of the young Sun were triggered
by strong magnetic activity. The magnetic activity of the
Sun is expected to have greatly decreased with time
(Skumanich, 1972; Simon et al., 1985; Guinan and Ribas,
2002) as the solar rotation slowed down through angular
momentum loss. Observational evidence and theoretical
models suggest that the young Sun rotated about 10 times
faster than today and had significantly enhanced magne-
tically generated coronal, chromospheric, and CME
activity (Keppens et al., 1995; Guinan and Ribas, 2002;
Ribas et al., 2005).

From the observations of young solar-like stars one can
conclude that the G-type host star of HD209458b also
experienced a highly active period with probably higher
CME occurrence rates than observed at the present Sun.
This enhanced activity would also enhance the mass loss of
the exoplanet unless its upper atmosphere is protected by a
strong intrinsic magnetic moment which builds up a
magnetospheric stand-off distance rsX1:3–1:5rpl. Our
results indicate that the calculated CME-caused atmo-
spheric loss rate depends strongly on the altitude of the
planetary obstacle since more neutral gas can be picked up
by the CME plasma flow around HD209458b when the
obstacle boundary is deeper in the atmosphere.

At the present stage of our model investigations for
weakly magnetized ‘‘Hot Jupiters’’ we cannot calculate or
estimate an accurate atmospheric altitude where dense and
fast CME plasma fluxes can be deflected around a Venus-
like ionopause. If future studies, focused on the modelling
of the formation of CME-induced ionized/magnetized
planetary obstacles around weakly magnetized ‘‘short-
periodic’’ gas giants, will find that the CME plasma flow is
deflected around planetocentric distances p1:3rpl, exopla-
nets with such CME plasma-interaction should experience
a huge mass loss over their history and can even be eroded
down to their core size. On the other hand, such results
would indicate that ‘‘Hot Jupiters’’, which are currently
detected at very short orbital distances like HD209458b,
OGLE-TR-56b, OGLE-TR-113b, OGLE-TR-132b, etc. by
assuming a solar type CME activity of their host stars,
might have strong enough magnetic moments, which
balance the CME plasma pressure at planetocentric
distances X1:3–1:5rpl and prevent catastrophic atmo-
spheric erosion.
More detailed investigations of the dense CME plasma

interaction with weakly magnetized ‘‘Hot Jupiters’’ have to
be carried out in the future, because large atmospheric
mass loss of ‘‘Hot Jupiters’’ leads to the existence of a
critical mass for a given orbital distance below which the
evaporation time scale becomes shorter than the thermal
time scale (Baraffe et al., 2004). In cases of exoplanets with
initial masses below this critical one, atmospheric loss can
lead to a rapid expansion of the outer layers and of the
total planetary radius, speeding up the mass loss process.
In such a stage, the ‘‘Hot Jupiter’’ does not survive as long
as estimated by a simple application of mass loss rates
without following consistently its evolution. Baraffe et al.
(2004) note that HD209458b because of its radius–mass
discrepancy might be in such a dramatic phase, although
with an extremely small probability.
More phenomenological information, important for the

study of the efficiency of the atmospheric mass loss of ‘‘Hot
Jupiters’’, as well as about their host star activity, is
expected from the CoRoT space observatory, which may
discover about 200 hot exoplanets with masses X0:1MJup

and orbital periods o10 days (Moutou et al., 2003).
If the interaction of CME plasma with the magneto-

spheric and atmospheric environments of ‘‘Hot Jupiters’’ is
efficient enough our study suggests that CoRoT together
with ground-based follow-up observations will discover
several smaller-size/mass objects very close to their host
stars. These objects could be the remnants of evaporated
and eroded ‘‘Hot Jupiters’’. It is also possible that CME-
induced non-thermal mass loss processes together with
hydrodynamic evaporation (e.g., Lammer et al., 2003a;
Baraffe et al., 2004; Langmayr et al., 2006), and tidal
interactions (Pätzold and Rauer, 2002) are a reason that so
far no ‘‘Hot Jupiter’’ is observed at orbital distances
p0:0225AU.

6. Conclusions

We investigated for the first time atmospheric erosion
due to CME-caused ion pick-up on ‘‘Hot Jupiters’’, by
using as an example the 0:69MJup gas giant HD209458b.
Our results indicate that this exoplanet and similar short-
periodic slow rotating ‘‘Hot Jupiters’’ at orbital distances
p0:05AU around solar-like stars with ages comparable to
our Sun may experience strong atmospheric mass loss
related to CME plasma interaction with their magneto-
spheric–atmospheric environments. The mass loss depends
on the magnetic moment of these exoplanets, which was
expected to be at least in the range of about 0.005–0:1MJup
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(GrieXmeier et al., 2004). If HD209458b is protected by a
magnetic moment of about 0:1MJup the CME plasma flow
would be deflected around the exoplanet at planetocentric
distances of about 1.54–2:33rpl. We found that the CME
plasma flow will erode the hydrodynamically evaporating
neutral upper atmosphere of HD209458b at a rate of about
1:5� 1011–2:0� 1013 g s�1. Weaker magnetic moments are
able to balance the CME plasma flow only at planeto-
centric distances p1:54rpl which results in larger mass loss
rates. We expect that the atmospheres of weakly magne-
tized ‘‘Hot Jupiters’’ will be ionized by the penetrating
CME plasma flow which will form a Venus-like planetary
obstacle closer to the visual radius of the exoplanet.
Calculations of the CME-caused atmospheric Hþ ion pick-
up loss rate of HD209458b over its lifetime, by assuming
the observed solar CME occurrence rate, show that if the
CME plasma flux is deflected at distances o1:3rpl, then the
planet can be eroded down to their core sizes. Since
HD209458b at 0.045AU or OGLE-TR-56b at about
0.0225AU have masses of 0.69 and 1:45MJup, respectively,
we expect that these exoplanets, as well as other ‘‘Hot
Jupiters’’ observed at such close orbital distances, might
have strong enough magnetic moments which are able to
keep the magnetospheric stand-off distances at high
enough altitudes where the interaction of the CME plasma
with planetary atmosphere is not so efficient. Future
studies related to the interaction between the CME plasma
flux and ‘‘Hot Jupiters’’ should focus on the formation of
planetary obstacles around weakly magnetized exoplanets.
These studies are important for a better understanding of
the mass loss processes on ‘‘Hot Jupiters’’ and close-in
exoplanets in general.
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